
Strategic Internationalization Plan from 2021 to 2027

 A Summary 

 

Lines of action:

Action KA1

- promotion of excellence in specific transnational mobility paths (internship abroad of VET

Learners lasting 5 weeks and Erasmus Pro for 120 days);

- job shadowing and exchange of good practices between subject and language teachers; 

- administrative mobility and non-teaching STAFF and strategic partnerships,

Action KA2

- innovation in teaching and euro-planning, according to a logic of lifelong learning (in-

service training centered on work-based learning experiences);

- promotion for greater visibility of the good results of professional training in the labor

market with a “Plan for sectoral cooperation on skills”;

- promotion of excellence in specific transnational mobility paths of students in initial

training, apprentices or newly qualified-graduates and VET STAFF;

- subscription of Learning Outcomes in application of the ECVET system, to release credits or

CFU to students in the context of the integrated education and training system

(documented in the Learning Agreements, Units of Learning Outcomes, Assessment Grids

and Europass);

- interventions with the promotion of excellence of specific transnational mobility paths for

the enhancement of language skills, of students at Levels B1-B2-C1 of the CEFR and Level

C2 for the STAFF with HIGH Certification;

- implementation of the ECVET Path (for example through EQAVET);

- interventions to ensure the internal efficiency of one's VET system in a lifelong learning

perspective, also for the teaching staff (in the informal, non-formal, WBL) and the increase
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of external efficiency and relevance of the VET offer - with respect to the international labor

market and economic and social cohesion in EU partner countries;

- interventions to increase highly skilled workers, through forecasts that anticipate the needs

of the labor market and fostering greater dialogue with businesses and supporting

innovative and sustainable economic growth;

- to open to the highest possible number of users to innovation, multilingualism, the digital

age social inclusion (which includes the growing diversity of students), equality, non-

discrimination and the promotion of civic competences;

- to sign of new partnership agreements for mobility (under the Erasmus + program, FSE,

Youth Guarantee, ANG ESC, Europe For Citizens; Grants - Company Award);

- to improve international volunteer-EVS project actions in order to develop those above-

mentioned values of integration, citizenship and democracy, self-discovery and realization,

self-esteem;

- to enhance the virtuous path of the 2021-2027 internationalization strategy, enhancing the

European bidirectional mobility projects implemented in the period 2017-2020 with VET

MOBILITY Charter n.2017-1-IT01-KA109-006265

Furthermore, the joining of the Lepido Rocco Foundation to the Xarxa Network and ENNE has

joined large networks, in which new mobility and teaching tools will be tested.
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